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In modern medical literature the term 'sarcoidosis' has been used to an ever-increasing extent. It is also most important to record that the definition of this systemic disease, elaborated at a sarcoidosis conference in Washington in 1948 (Ricker, Walter and Clark, 1949), has been accepted in constantly growing circles.

This definition begins by maintaining that the aetiology of sarcoidosis is not known. This verdict is the final word of a discussion carried on rather fruitlessly for years about the possibility of sarcoidosis being of tuberculous origin. Studies of 'the chronic specific inflammation' have also shown that the histological picture of 'sarcoid tissue' can be provoked by many different poisons. The diagnosis of this systemic disease depends primarily on a certain pattern of clinical symptoms, including the findings of radiological and histological examinations, tuberculin tests and Kveim's cutaneous test. The more numerous the component parts of this pattern, the more certain the diagnosis.

The 70 to 80 years concerned with the history of sarcoidosis have been marked by a fantastic development of medical research. The first descriptions of certain symptoms, which we must now assume most probably to be due to sarcoidosis, naturally bore the stamp of the knowledge of medicine at that time. Yet these observers were able to maintain that the morbid pictures they painted differed in certain respects from those of other diseases known at that time. Here many original observations, worthy to be kept in mind, were made. But, as we now know well, sarcoidosis may give rise to widely different clinical pictures. This is why many of the earlier descriptions seemed to belong to different diseases. Hence the variety of terms given to one and the same disease. Investigators whose contributions to sarcoidosis research were well earned came to have their names linked to this disease and this entailed still further confusion over its nomenclature.

The first important observations on the independent character of this disease were made at the end of the last century by Jonathan Hutchinson in England, by Ernest Besnier in France, and by Caesar Boeck in Norway. But many years had to pass before it became evident that the clinical pictures painted by the above-mentioned pioneers in sarcoidosis research were expressions of one and the same disease. Yet these three investigators met at international congresses at which such cases were demonstrated.

Thus at the London congress in 1866 Hutchinson demonstrated one of his patients, but Besnier, who was present, said nothing to the effect that this case might have something in common with the clinical picture he had himself painted in 1889 with lupus pernio as title. Boeck was also present and in his later publication of 1899 he made a small reservation to the effect that his case might possibly be of the same character as that of Hutchinson's 'Mortimer's malady.' In his publication of 1899 Boeck says of Hutchinson's case: 'Several of the most experienced members of the congress had never seen the disease, and no one knew anything to say about its character.'

As early as 1869 Jonathan Hutchinson observed a case which most likely must have been one of sarcoidosis. It was published in 1875 in 'Illustration of Clinical Surgery.' But Hutchinson's most important study of this disease belongs to 1898, when he published in his 'Archives of Surgery' (Hutchinson) a study with the title of 'Cases of Mortimer's Malady (lupus vulgaris multiplex non-ulcerans et non-serpiginosus). He begins his paper in the following way: 'I have to describe a form of skin disease which has, I believe, hitherto escaped special recognition. It may not improbably be a tuberculous affection and one of the lupus family, but if so it differs widely from all other forms of lupus both in its features and in its course.'

The clinical picture was characterized by an eruption of 'multiple, raised, dusty-red patches which have no tendency to inflame or ulcerate. They are very persistent, and extend but slowly. They occur in groups and are usually on both sides and almost symmetrical.' This publication was accompanied by beautiful colour plates of two of the patients, one of them being the Mrs. Mortimer whose name was given to the disease.
Hutchinson was, however, careful in drawing his conclusions, and he wound up his essay on the following note: 'I have therefore thought it well at the present time to place these cases on record, hoping that the future may furnish materials for their better elucidation.'

In 1889 the Frenchman, Ernest Besnier, described a condition which he called lupus pernio, and which presented a clinical picture differing greatly from the case observed by Hutchinson. Several decades had passed before it was admitted that this clinical picture was an expression of sarcoidosis. In his first report Besnier maintained that the symptoms of the disease he described had been hitherto 'incomplètement connues et décrites.' He mentioned the possibility that lupus pernio was related to Hutchinson's 'chilblain-lupus,' i.e. lupus erythematosus, but 'non tout à fait identique.' Besnier's first case of lupus pernio also presented curious synovites of the hands.

During the following years the French literature contained several case reports (Tenneson, 1892; Danlos, 1901) and in 1892 Quinguaud maintained that the histological picture of the disease resembled that of lupus vulgaris, but that in cases of lupus pernio one had to deal with 'un lupus à caractère histologique particulière, qu'on pourra déférer anatomiquement: lupus à forme myomeuse et oedémateuse.'

It was a clinically quite different morbid picture the Norwegian Caesar Boeck demonstrated for the first time in the Medical Society of Christiania (Oslo) in 1897 and subsequently published in an American journal in 1899. Boeck maintained that his patient represented 'a form of disease which, as far as I know, has not hitherto been described, and which is most curious from both the clinical and anatomical point of view.' He called this disease 'multiple, benign, skin-sarcoïd.'

Boeck made, however, as already pointed out, in his article this reservation: that his case was possibly of the same character as Hutchinson's 'Mortimer's malady.' In contrast to Hutchinson, Boeck had occasion to undertake histological investigations of the 'skin-sarcoïd.' He maintained that the nodules were composed of 'compact, sharply-defined tumour foci' consisting of epitheloid cells with large, pale nuclei. A few giant cells were also demonstrated.

Up to 1916 Caesar Boeck published 23 cases of this disease, noting its localization in the skin, the superficial lymph glands, the nasal mucosa, conjunctiva and lungs. He insisted repeatedly that he was here dealing with a 'general disease.' He
came gradually to believe that the disease was a 'variety of tuberculosis.' As early as 1909 he had become convinced that 'lupus pernio' and 'multiple sarcoid' or 'benign miliary-lupoid,' as he called the disease later on, presented the same character in spite of the greatest differences of the clinical picture.

Among the above-mentioned three pioneers of sarcoidosis research, Caesar Boeck undoubtedly stands out as the man who carried out the most comprehensive studies of this disease. In the American literature his name is therefore often linked to the disease as 'Sarcoidosis Boeck.' This term must be considered to be better than 'Boeck's sarcoid,' hitherto the term most employed in Norway, Denmark and Germany. On the other hand, there may be good grounds for discarding personal names altogether, as other investigators have also, as already pointed out, given clinical descriptions of this disease before Boeck.

Sarcoidosis research at the beginning of this century is characterized by a series of important isolated observations which have done much to the outlining of the picture we now have of this systemic disease.

In 1904 Darier and Roussy described the so-called 'subcutaneous sarcoids' presenting the histological picture of a granulation tissue whose appearance resembled that described by Boeck in his first case of 'multiple skin-sarcoid.' Darier held that this morbid picture was the expression of a tuberculide. Besnier's first case of lupus pernio also presented, as already pointed out, curious synovites of the hands.

In 1910 the German, Rieder, reported that in two of his cases of lupus pernio he had found a curious, chronic osteomyelitis of several fingers. In 1910 Jüngling described similar changes with the title of 'osteoitis tuberculosa multiplex cystica.'

In 1909 the Danish physician, C. F. Heerfordt, described the syndrome 'febris uveo-parotidea subchronica,' which later on, chiefly thanks to the investigations of Bruins Slot and co-workers in 1938, came to be identified as a manifestation of sarcoidosis.

Although earlier investigators had repeatedly insisted that sarcoidosis is a disease which can also involve internal organs, it remained for Kuznitzky and Bittorf to present in 1915 convincing evidence that the disease can give rise to a characteristic lung disease. Since then the localization of sarcoidosis in the lungs has been the subject of comprehensive investigations. This localization of the disease has been shown to be relatively common and it is, indeed, of so great importance that from being a 'dermatological' disease sarcoidosis has gradually come to be regarded as of great importance to the general physician (Salvesen).

The Swede, Jörgen Schaumann (1936) is one of the investigators who has contributed greatly to sarcoidosis research in a series of studies between 1914 and 1948, in which he throws light on the connection between the many various manifestations of this disease. In a work written in 1914, but not published till 1934, he gave an instructive account of the localization of the disease in the lungs. He has also shown that the bony changes are due to proliferation of 'sarcoid' tissue in the Haversian canals of the bones of the hands. He showed how very frequently 'sarcoid' tissue occurs in the tonsils of patients suffering from this disease and how the liver and spleen are involved. On the strength of his far-reaching studies, Schaumann proposed that the disease should be known as 'lymphogranulomatosis benigna.' This term has been employed to a certain extent in the literature, by Swedish observers in particular, but it seems now to be more and more abandoned in favour of the term 'sarcoidosis.'

With regard to the pathology of sarcoidosis, an important observation was made by the Americans, Williams and Nickerson, in 1935 and, independently of them, by the Norwegian, A. Kveim, in 1941. These investigators were able to show that an intracutaneous injection of a heat-sterilized emulsion of 'sarcoid tissue,' first and foremost from 'sarcoid' lymphatic glands, could provoke a slowly growing nodule in the skin. The histological structure of this nodule presented the same appearance as that of spontaneous sarcoid nodules in the skin. This skin reaction has been shown to be specific to a high degree and it is of great interest, not only to the diagnosis, but also to the discussion of the pathogenesis of sarcoidosis (Danbolt, 1954).

In recent years important observations have been made, first and foremost by Swedes, with regard to the first symptoms of sarcoidosis. Löfgreen (1953), for example, has described the syndrome 'bilateral hilar lymphoma' combined with erythema nodosum. It seems that sarcoidosis in most cases begins as a lesion of the respiratory tract with subsequent extension to the lungs, glands, internal organs and skin.

In this brief survey only the most important positive findings of significance to the delineation of the disease or syndrome we now call sarcoidosis have been taken into account. Right from the time of Hutchinson, Besnier and Boeck the numerous medical discussions of the problems of sarcoidosis have been lively and to a certain extent emotional. Such discussions are bound to continue till the true cause of this disease has been found, in the near future, let us hope.

Continued on page 267.
disease are described and illustrated by a hitherto unpublished case report of beryllium disease in a woman whose only contact with beryllium was handling 2 per cent. beryllium copper alloy sheets.
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